The following collection is typescripts and records concerning/about spiritual philosophy. The typescripts are of Brown Landone; those included are titled: “What To Do In These Years and The 19 Means of Perfected Action” Parts 1 & 2, and “Ramie: Confidential Report” Parts 1-4.

There are also several 78rpm recordings, two of which are on *Rosicrucian Oral Instructions* from Dr. H. Spencer Lewis. The other recordings are a *Child Guidance / Rosicrucian Sleep Programming* and two recordings chanted by Rukmini Arudale.

**Background**

Brown Landone (1847-1945) is credited for being a part of the Metaphysical Movement of America. Landone was a writer, and wrote abundantly of various topics: Leadership, Civilization, Peace and Religion. He studied ministry and obtained his PhD in Divinity, but also received a degree in medicine. Through the latter field, he became known as one of the first neurologists, later called psychiatrists. He was also an educator and lectured in multiple institutions, one of them Oxford University in England.
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1: “What To Do In These Years and The 19 Means of Perfecting Action” Part 1
2: “What To Do In These Years and The 19 Means of Perfecting Action” Part 2
3: “Ramie” Part 1
4: “Ramie” Part 2
5: “Ramie” Part 3
6: “Ramie” Part 4
8: Recording H. Spencer Lewis - side 1 “Sanctum Invocation,” side 2 “Cathedral Contact”
9: Recording - side 1 “Ah Sweet Mystery of Life,” side 2 “Secreto Eterno”
11: Gloria Barr record details